Description

hammer domain update --id 1 resets DNS id to nil even if it was previously specified.

This issue might be present in other commands as well.

Associated revisions

Revision e2edc3bd - 01/12/2022 03:36 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Fixes #34177 - Domain update doesn't reset DNS implicitly (#591)

History

#1 - 12/22/2021 04:27 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/591 added

#2 - 01/12/2022 03:36 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-foreman-3.2.0 added

#3 - 01/12/2022 04:01 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset hammer-cli-foreman|e2edc3bd83c57d2ebf945c9f63e40b0e3c820850.